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MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBER 5, 2020 TARS MEETING

Compiled and Submitted by:  Tom Brooks (K4TB) – TARS Secretary
(NOTE:  The business portion of the meeting was conducted via radio net due to
the Covid-19 Virus Pandemic.  The program portion was conducted via a video
teleconference that followed the business meeting.)

Call to Order:  Gerry Gross (WA6POZ), as net control, opened the TARS meeting
net at 7 PM on the 147.03 MHz repeater. 
 
Check-ins:   WA6POZ – Gerry, KA5USN – Phil, KD4MOJ – Doug, K4TB – Tom,
KK4SIH – Don, K4SBZ – Stan, KN4TRT – Paul, KN4TDL – Jeff, KN4FCC –
Todd, KN4WOW – Ed, KO4BPD – Keith, KN4SCE – Ryan, KN4UXJ – Larry,
KG4ITD – Junior, KQ3O – Justin, KO4ETZ - Milton, KM4BRR – Richard,
KY4BA – Gordon, K4NVL – Theo, and AI4KA, Chuck.

Gerry then turned the TARS meeting net over to President Don Pace, KK4SIH,
who welcomed everyone.
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Business Committees:
Minutes:  President Pace asked if there were any additions, corrections or changes
to the October minutes as published in the Printed Circuit.  Hearing none he
announced that the minutes were approved.  
Treasury Report: Treasurer Doug Ferrell, KD4MOJ, said the latest report is in this
month’s newsletter (the Printed Circuit).  He said there were no payables received
this month and the only receivable we had was $.39 interest in savings.  He said the
report was published in the Printed Circuit on Oct. 28. He said he has received
some checks yet to be processed.  President Pace reminded everyone to pay annual
dues soon for the coming year.
Education:  President Pace said there are no classes scheduled until the Red Cross
reopens their building for our use.
Testing:  Gerry, WA6POZ reported for Testing Coordinator Norm Scholer,
K4GFD.  Gerry said testing would be Nov. 14.  He said we have 5 people each for
the 10 AM and 1 PM testing sessions and there were still some openings.
Repeaters:  Treasurer Ferrell reported for Repeater Coordinator Randy Pierce,
AG4UU, and said the only change he knows about the repeaters is that the 6-meter
repeater is still down, awaiting transfer to a new location.

Old Business
Elections:  President Pace called for the election of new officers for 2021.  Chuck
Basham, AI4KA, Elections Coordinator, asked if there were any other
nominations.  Hearing none he then read the slate of nominees he received earlier
which listed:  Member-at-Large – Phil (Chief), KA5USN; Treasurer – Doug,
KD4MOJ; Secretary – Todd, KN4FCC; Vice President – Tom, K4TB; and
President – Don, KK4SIH.  Due to the meeting’s extraordinary circumstances, the
vote was taken as follows:  Chuck asked for the first two members who had
checked in, were still on the net, and had dues paid-up, to say if they accepted the
slate.  These were Stan, K4SBZ and Ed, KN4WOW, who each said they accepted
the slate.  Chuck then asked all others on the net if they had any objections to the
slate.  Hearing none Chuck declared the slate was accepted and congratulated all
those thus elected.  President Pace thanked Chuck for his work coordinating the
election.

New Business/Discussion/Announcements:
Youth Committee:  President Pace announced the Board had met and created a
charter for a Youth Committee in order to further youth participation in amateur
radio and the club.  Gordon, KY4BA, volunteered and was appointed its chairman.  
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Programs and Meeting Formats for 2021: Tom asked the club members for
suggestions on categories, topics and/or individuals that we would like to have for
programs in 2021.  He also mentioned possibly having other meeting formats such
as outdoors if we want.  He said we would not meet in December but can discuss
programs further in January.  Stan suggested contacting an acquaintance of his,
Anthony, K8ZT, who provides various programs.  Paul, KN4TRT suggested
contacting Bob Shield of Ham Nation who produces YouTube videos on Ham
Radio topics.
Field Day Chairman for 2021:  President Pace mentioned we that we need a
chairman for Field Day.   Gerry and Chief recommended we wait until the new
year to find one due to uncertainties about the conditions for Field Day.
Announcements:  Gerry mentioned the increasing solar flux and also asked if
anyone was interested in chess playing. President Pace reminded everyone that
there would be no December meeting or dinner.  He also said he wants to thank
Paul, KN4TRT, not only for providing the program for the evening but also for
volunteering to manage the club’s web page and social media.

Adjournment –The net was closed and the meeting was adjourned at approximately
7:42 pm.

Program: Shortly following the business meeting was a Zoom video teleconference
led by Paul Eugenio, KN4TRT, who demonstrated the JS8 suite of digital
communications programs. There were 17 participants.

A Message from the President

Hello all. As you may know, we are starting a youth outreach group, and we want
your help! If you are under 21, or you know somebody under 21 who might be
interested, please email tallyamateurradio@gmail.com. We want to focus on
getting more younger people into the hobby and organizing activities for those who
are already hams. It doesn't matter if you are a member of TARS or not, nor if you
are a current ham or not, you can always participate. The only requirement is that
you are 21 or under. There will most likely be a Zoom meeting to see who is
interested, so keep an eye out for future emails.
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TARS Treasurer's
Report

Submitted by Doug Ferrell, KD4MOJ,Treasurer
for period year-to-date

Beginning
Balances:

20-Nov-20 Jan 1, 2020

Cash on hand  $               -    $                -   
Checking Account:  $    3,757.61  $      2,688.20 

Savings Account:  $    3,102.68  $      3,101.52 
Total:  $    6,860.29  $      5,789.72 

Summary of Month's
Activity:

Total Receipts:  $               -    $      1,994.88 
Total Expenditures:  $               -     $         710.51 

Recipts Derived From:
Members Dues:  $       150.00  $         958.50 

Fifty/Fifty  $               -    $           42.00 
Donation (KO4ETZ)  $         30.00  $         890.00 

Veteran's Radio
Fund

 $               -    $                -   

Field Day Radio
Fund

 $               -    $                -   

Interest (Savings)  $               -    $             1.16 
smile.amazon.com  $         33.80  $         103.22 

Total  $       213.80  $      1,994.88 

Expenditures:
American Red

Cross:
 $               -    $                -   

Fifty-Fifty  $               -    $                -   
ARRL Insurance  $               -    $                -   

Spagetti 100 -
TARC

 $               -    $                -   

TARS & Feathers
Plaque

 $               -    $                -   

Storage & Supplies  $               -    $         284.57 
Field Day  $               -    $                -   

VE Expenses  $               -    $           71.79 
Tower/Re

peater 
Maintena

nce

AG4UU $               -    $         138.90 
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Florida Dept of
State

 $               -    $           61.25 

Post Office Box:  $               -    $         154.00 
Total:  $               -    $         710.51 

Transfer Checking -> Savings:

Ending Balances - Nov 23, 2020:
Cash on hand  $               -    $                -   

Checking Account  $    3,971.41  $      3,971.41 
Savings Account  $    3,102.68  $      3,102.68 

Total  $    7,074.09  $      7,074.09 

*Veteran's Radio Fund  $         500.00 
*Field Day Radio Fund  $         697.00 

FCG FCP RadioSports Highlights
December 2020

As we approach the end of the calendar year, the contesting season slows down a
bit. We have 7 significant contests this month and three of them are major contests.
There are no more State QSO Parties until February.   WA7BNM Contest Calendar
lists 99 RadioSport activities for December worldwide, more than enough to keep
you busy depending on your interest – phone, CW or digital. You don’t have to
wait until the weekend to play – there are many small activities scheduled
throughout the week in the evenings. The minor events are too numerous, too
short, or too focused to warrant attention here. The more significant ones are
described below. 

Preview of December Weekends 

December 4-6

December starts off with two major contests with focused audiences. The
ARRL 160-Meter Contest is a US/Canada works the world contest for CW
only. W/VE stations may contact any other station. DX stations may only
contact W/VE stations. The exchange is RST and ARRL/RAC section.

The FT Roundup is a worldwide contest for FT8 and FT4. Note that FT4 is
the contesting version of FT8. During recent FTn contests, I have found a
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few contacts on FT8, but most were on FT4. The exchange is signal report
and state. Be sure to check the Special Operating Activity at
File/Settings/Advanced and chose the WW Digi Contest option.

December 12-13

This weekend we move to the other end of the HF spectrum for the ARRL
10 Meter Contest. This is an SSB and CW contest with the usual RS(T) and
state exchange. Propagation is always a challenge with 10 meters, but there
have been many great openings in recent months.

December 19-20 

The RAC Winter Contest is always a popular contest. Although you can
work anyone, Canadian stations and Radio Amateurs of Canada club stations
are worth more points than non-VE. Plus, the 13 Canadian provinces and
territories count as multipliers.

For CW operators, this weekend has the Croation CW Contest. This is a
worldwide contest, but contacts with 9A (Croation) stations are worth more
points. The exchange is RST plus a serial number.

RTTY fans have the OK DX RTTY Contest this weekend. This is a
worldwide contest with extra points for contacts outside your own continent.
DXCC entities and OK/OL stations are multipliers.

December 26-27

The Stew Perry Topband Challenge, a CW-only contest, is well known for
its “Rule 6.” This is too long to get into here, so be sure to read the rules
(especially Rule 6) before entering this fun Topband contest (160 Meters is
nicknamed the “Topband”).
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About Participating

Before participating in any of these contests or events, please familiarize yourself
with the times, bands, exchanges, rules, etc. associated with the event. The
WA7BNM Contest Calendar (http://www.contestcalendar.com//index.html) can
provide most of the information, as well as a link to the contest’s home page,
which will give you a “flavor” for the contest and let you know about any plaques
or other special prizes like a bottle of wine or a frozen salmon. Alternatively, you
can Google the name of the contest or event and go directly to their home page.

If you are a new or casual contester, there is never a better time to start or return to
contesting than now. Pick one of the easier contests, such as a State QSO Party or
one of the minor DX contests, and jump in. (No, first read the rules as suggested
above.) You do not have to score a lot of points but do spend some time in the
chair having fun. As you are enjoying the leisurely pace of one of these slower
contests, picture it on steroids as a major contest with wall-to-wall stations all
calling CQ. After it is completed, submit your log to the contest sponsor and report
your activity on 3830Scores. Then look at the contest results on 3830 to see how
you compared with all others. With this contest completely under your belt, check
the Schedule of Contests to see what next weekend has in store for you. 

Summary
Contest 

Type
Weight Date Time CW SSB RTTY Other

Digital
ARRL 160-Meter Contest Major 10 4-Dec 2200Z C
FT Roundup Major 10 5-Dec 1800Z D
ARRL 10-Meter Contest Major 20 12-Dec 0000Z C S
TRC Digi Contest DX 5 12-Dec 0600Z R
OK DX RTTY Contest DX 5 19-Dec 0000Z R
RAC Winter Contest DX 5 19-Dec 0000Z C S
Croatian CW Contest DX 5 19-Dec 1400Z C
Stew Perry Topband Challenge Major 10 26-Dec 1500Z C

Ham Happenings
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November 2020 DX
It is possible that some of the listing stations canceled their plans due to the Corvis-
19

From To        Prefix       Call, () is the IOTA designation
01-Dec ???  6O     6O1OO                          
01-Dec ???  9G     9G5FI               
01-Dec ???  E5/N  E51WL (OC-082)                  
01-Dec ???  OE     4U2STAYHOME       
01-Dec ???  PZ     PZ2YT                       
01-Dec ???  UA0   R0FP (AS-025)    
01-Dec ???  VQ9   VQ9T                
01-Dec ???  Z8     Z81S               
01-Dec ???  ZA     ZA/IN3PPH             
01-Dec 01-Jan CE9   8J1RL (AN-015)      
01-Dec 11-Jan A6     A60AAP                           
01-Dec 15-Jan JD1/M   JG8NQJ/JD1 (OC-073) 
01-Dec 20-Jan YI     YI9/IU5HWS        
01-Dec 31-Jan PA     PA5150EVH         
01-Dec 31-Mar JX     JX2US               
01-Dec 01-Dec Z8     Z81B               
01-Dec 01-Dec J8     J88PI (NA-025)     
01-Dec 02-Dec F      TM1GC              
01-Dec 06-Dec 7Q     7Q6M                
01-Dec 08-Dec TZ     TZ1CE               
01-Dec 12-Dec OE     OE50XBC            
01-Dec 15-Dec T6     T6AA               
01-Dec 15-Dec VU     AT2JCB, AU2JCB, AU3JCB, AU8JCB,
VU5JCB           
01-Dec 21-Dec SP     SN3ISS              
01-Dec 31-Dec 4U_UN  4U75UN              
01-Dec 31-Dec 9M2    9M4DXX (AS-015)     
01-Dec 31-Dec I      4U75B              
01-Dec 31-Dec JA     8N1M                       
01-Dec 31-Dec OE     4U75A               
01-Dec 31-Dec XE     4A50RCH   
          
DX sources - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX Zone
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 The Sun and its impact on Radio Communications

Last month I looked at the regions above the earth to explain the magic and
frustrations of long distance communications.  As you may recall, that area has
three bands of particles that are called the D, E, and F layers.  The D layer, which
exists only during the day, absorbs radio signals and has little or no beneficial use
to radio operators.  The E layer is of more use, but it is the F layer, which splits
into  F1 and F2 layers at night that has the most use to us.  When radio signals in
the HF region of the electromagnetic spectrum (3-30 MHz) hit this region of space
they tend to two things.  First, some of the radio energy zips through the layer and
into space.  A significant portion, however, is bent, or refracted, enough that it
returns to earth.  How much is bent depends on the frequency of the wave and the
angle it hits the layer.

It also depends on how “polished” the layers are.  That is, if we compare a
radio wave to its much higher frequency cousin, visible light, the more polished a
mirror is, the more light it reflects.  Similarly, with radio waves, the more ionized
the F layer is, the more of the radio signal it reflects, and the happier hams are
when they make contacts hundreds and thousands of miles away and with signal
strengths in the “10 over S 9" range.

The sun becomes that polishing agent, and how much of its energy impacts
the earth and its ionosphere depends on several factors. So, first, a brief
description.  The sun is a  ball of hydrogen with a mass 333,400 times greater than
that of the earth, and which contains 99.85% of the mass of the rest of the solar
system.  As one person noted, the solar system consists of a star and some debris.

The sun rotates and completes one cycle about every 27.5 days.  As a
gaseous body, it rotates faster at the center or equator than it does at the poles.  But
there is more.  It is also a center of wild, chaotic, magnetic activity.  

While somewhat unpredictable, there are some activities that have a
statistical regularity.  In particular, and of significance to us are a series of dark
spots, or sunspots, that periodically appear on the sun’s surface.  These dark areas
move from east to west and are regions of intense magnetic activity.  This is
important to us because they play a major role in determining the state of earth’s
ionosphere. They typically can appear for a few days, weeks, or months, and then
disappear. Thus, and at the risk of grossly overgeneralizing,  the more sunspots on
the surface, the more ionized the earth’s atmosphere, and especially the F layer,
become.

The sunspots and their number are, as suggested, somewhat unpredictable,
but they have been observed since at least the 1750s, and from those observations
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has emerged the realization that sunspots typically have a 11 year cycle.  That is,
when the sunspot number is at a minimum or somewhere in the single digits the
next cycle begins.  The number of sunspots will increase in an erratic but
statistically measurable form, for the next four or five years when it reaches its
maximum.  At that point, the F layer becomes so ionized that the lower HF bands 
will not only open up for almost 24 hours, but members of the 10-10 club will be
able to make communications on ten meters worldwide for most if not the entire
day.  Even 6 meters, or 50MHz, will have band openings that allow international
contacts and then with arm chair quality.  These are, indeed, heady, exciting times
to have a general class license.  And, wonder of wonders, even two meters, has on
rare occasions been open to nation or even world wide chats.

After the maximum, which can occur within four years of the minimum, the
sunspots numbers slowly decrease over the next seven years or so until we reach
another minimum.  At that point, twenty meters, the most popular HF DX band,
has gone into hibernation, and the higher HF frequencies have virtually no
importance.  160 and 80 meters, on the other hand, can remain active and support
some relatively long distance QSOs.

These sunspot cycles have been measured since about 1750, which was
cycle number 1.  We are currently in the middle of cycle 25 with a sunspot number
of 104, which is about average.

The sun, however, is much more complex than sunspots.  Occasionally, and
with some troubling uncertainty, the sun will have a massive eruption, or “coronal
mass ejection.”  During one of these CMEs, so much radiation will come from the
sun that when it hits the earth, massive disruptions of communications from
telephones to HF, VHF, and satellite transmissions will not simply be degraded but
will be stopped.  Even the electrical grid, which has little to do with RF, can be
affected.  When a CME hits the earth, and again we cannot predict when the sun
may have one, about all we can do is shut down the station and go outside and play
badminton. Even the weather will reflect its impact. How long it lasts is also
somewhat speculative, and CMEs have impacted life on earth for periods of
several hours to days.

Notwithstanding, the inability to predict solar activity with precision, we can
apply statistical techniques and get some rough idea of what to expect.  Several 
numbers or Indices have significance for us.  First, the sunspot number.  This
number reflects the average number of sunspots observed on the surface of the sun
for the past six months.  As such, it is a “smooth” number.  This indicator of solar
activity fluctuates from the low 10s  when the 11 year solar cycle is at a minimum
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to the 200s at the peak of the period.  Currently, or today as I write this, the SSN is
104.

The solar flux number gives us an indication of ionospheric conditions and
will follow the sunspot number.  Observers will measure the amount of noise heard
on the 2800 MHz band, which is closely related to the level of ionization on the F
layer.

The A and K indices are related and are a measure or indication of
disturbances or activity on the sun’s surface. The K scale ranges from 0- to 9,
while the A number goes from 0 to several hundred.    The lower the number, the
quieter the activity.  Numbers on the K scale from 0 to 1 indicate  quiet magnetic
conditions.  K numbers from 2-4 mean there is unsettled conditions on the sun with
some degradation of conditions on the HF bands.  A value of 5 means a minor
storm and a 6 or larger suggests storms of larger impact.  When the k indice is a 9
there is a major storm that is likely to cause blackout in the HF region for several
hours.  As I write this the K value is 2, indicating quiet conditions on the sun’s
surface.

The A index is derived from the K indice and directly correlates with it.  A
values during a storm may range up to 100 and may go as high as 400 in a severe
magnetic disturbance.  The current A index is 7.

Amateur radio operators have several sources that provide information on
the condition of the frequencies of interest to us.  WWV, besides providing an
atomic clock, will, at 18 minutes after the hour, also report on current solar
activity, including the sunspot numbers, A and K indices and the solar flux.  WWV
broadcasts are on 5 MHz, 10 MHz, and 15 MHz.  The A and K indices and the
solar sunspot numbers given above came from the 15.00 MHz WWV broadcast.  It
also said that there was no significant solar space weather for the past 24 hours,
and none was expected for the next day. 

Every month QST prints easy to use charts in the “How’s DX?” column. 
Also, the ARRL has a bulletin service that provides propagation information.

Next month, we will look at communications in the VHF and UHF bands,
and the magic those frequencies often display.

If you are interested in learning more get the following book: “Radio
Propagation: Principles and Practice,” Ian Poole, G3YWX, Radio Society of Great
Britain, 2005.  (Amazon probably has it, but the ARRL certainly does.)
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2020 SKYWARN Recognition Day
December 5, 2020 from 0000z to 2400z
From the ARRL website: arrl.org

SKYWARN™ Recognition Day was developed in 1999 by the National Weather
Service and the American Radio Relay League. It celebrates the contributions that
volunteer SKYWARN™ radio operators make to the National Weather Service.
During the day SKYWARN™ operators visit NWS offices and contact other radio
operators across the world. 

SKYWARN Recognition Day Operating Instructions

 
1. Object SKYWARN Recognition Day serves to celebrate the contributions to
public safety made by amateur radio operators Skywarn Spotters during
threatening weather.

Amateur stations to exchange QSO information with as many National Weather
Service Stations as possible on 80, 40, 20, 15, 10, 6, and 2 meter bands plus the 70
centimeter band. Contacts via repeaters are permitted.
 
Non-Amateur Radio Spotters to exchange weather information as often as possible
via Social Media with NWS Offices. 
2. Date NWS stations may operate at any time during December 5, 2020 from 0000
- 2400 UTC.

3. Exchange: Call sign, signal report, QTH, and a one or two word description of
the weather occurring at your site ("sunny", "partly cloudy", "windy", etc.).

4. Modes: NWS stations will work various modes including SSB, FM, AM, RTTY,
CW, and PSK31. While working digital modes, special event stations will append
"NWS" to their call sign (e.g., N0A/NWS). NWS offices may also participate via
Social Media platforms throughout the 24 hour period. 

5.Station Control Operator: It is suggested that during SRD operations a non-NWS
volunteer should serve as a control operator for your station.

6. Event and QSL Information: The National Weather Service will provide event
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information via the internet. Event certificates will once again be electronic and
printable from the main website after the conclusion of SRD.

 7.  Locally the Tallahassee National Weather Service Station, WX4TAE, will be
active on Thursday evening from 2000-2200 hours, Friday morning from 0800 to
1000 hours  and afternoon from 1600-1800 hours.   It will monitor the 147.03 MHz
repeater and 3.955 MHz and 7.240 MHz plus or minus QRM.

 
Deadline for log submission is January 31, 2021.

For More Information:
www.weather.gov/crh/skywarnrecognition
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